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vPreface
This volume has been produced by the European Association of Archaeologists (EAA) as a result
of the contributions presented by different authors during the sessions held under the general
heading of ‘Architectural Archaeology’ in Lisbon (Portugal) in 2000, and in Esslingen (Germany)
in 2001, both of which were co-ordinated by the editors of this volume. Archaeotecture:
Archaeology of Architecture is a compilation of the majority of the papers presented during these
sessions, organised according to their subjects or the chronological periods they cover. All of them
share a common factor: the study of constructions and architectonic spaces, analysed from an
archaeological perspective.
The interest shown in the communications presented during these EAA sessions with a
common epigraph and complementary focus, together with the need to publicise the studies carried
out within the framework of Architectural Archaeology, has led the organisers to promote the
publication of the details of these different investigations. Its introduction contains texts with an
essentially theoretical and methodological content that make it possible to establish an
approximation towards architecture from archaeological perspectives, and then offers a series of
examples in which these or other methodologies have been put into practice. Most of these studies
focus on constructions from historical periods, essentially motivated by the fact that an important
part of our remaining architectonic heritage belongs to these periods, meaning that this is the field
in which Architectural Archaeology has developed to its fullest extent. In fact, its appearance was
partly motivated by the need to adopt new methodologies that made it possible to study post-
classical constructions from an archaeological perspective, as the objects of study were no longer
subterranean sites, but instead buildings that were still standing, in many cases still in use, and
applying construction techniques using non-perishable materials. This fact excluded its application
to other constructions, generally from pre- and proto-historic periods, that were often built using
perishable materials, and concentrated on the study of monumental architecture.
One of the aims of this volume was to gather together the different analyses that have been
carried out into all types of architecture, regardless of their chronology or type, therefore
overcoming the above-mentioned situations. The studies gathered in this volume cover a
chronological period that starts with Prehistory and continues to the present day, concentrating
equally on the analysis of wooden archaeological structures and monumental architecture built in
stone.
Another of the objectives of these sessions (as explained in Chapter 1) was to demonstrate
that investigation and management are two inseparable elements within the study of heritage
constructions, as demonstrated by some of the studies included that discuss the application of
Architectural Archaeology in Heritage Management. Since holding these sessions, it is now held
that this is the path the discipline should follow, as the disassociation between basic and applied
investigation reduces its potential, and poses a hurdle to making the best use of the results obtained
from basic investigation. In this sense, the possibilities for application offered by Architectural
Archaeology in designing plans for the direction of old towns, the creation of maps detailing
regional techniques, carrying out architectonic restoration projects, the conservation of heritage
constructions or the interpretation of vanished architectonic spaces, should be taken into account
when dealing with architectonic studies from this discipline, which are often reduced to merely
using their methodological instruments.
Although this volume is not a compendium of all of the theoretical and methodological
approximations, perspectives and proposals in use today in Architectural Archaeology, it does
offer a detailed description of the different types of projects that have been carried out in Europe in
recent years.
Xurxo Ayán Vila
Rebeca Blanco Rotea
Patricia Mañana Borrazás
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